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ABSTRACT

Medieval music manuscripts pose special challenges for dig-

ital processing. Their unique page layouts and sometimes

extreme degradation can make it difcult even to identify

the portions of an image that correspond to the musical page.

This paper addresses the page identication problem for me-

dieval documents, with natural extensions to any type of im-

age processing that entails separating a border from the cen-

tral image content. Aimed at keeping the removal process

simple and fast, we present a contour-searching approach

that is novel for using only the paper itself, without cues

from staff lines or other musical elements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Medieval music manuscripts are among the most beautiful

documents with which both musicians and music scholars

can work; however, many of the features that make these

documents fascinating can pose problems for digital pro-

cessing. Page layouts are nonstandard; contrast can be low.

Due to aging, ink may be faded or have bled through the pa-

per, and the paper may be crumbling, stained, torn, or even

burnt [6]. Moreover, when these documents are scanned or

photographed, reference features such as rulers and colour

bars are often present surrounding the image, background

colours can be inconsistent, and illumination can vary across

the page. This combination of physical and digital problems

makes it difcult for computers even to locate which por-

tions of an image correspond to the musical page, let alone

the locations of music, lyrics, or other elements.

This paper focuses on border detection: separating the

paper from background elements that are part of the scan-

ning or photographic process. There are a variety of appli-

cations that require this type of elementary layout analysis,

but the most common reason to do this with medieval music

manuscripts would be as a precursor to information extrac-

tion such as optical character recognition (OCR) or optical

music recognition (OMR). The promise of OMR for these

documents is the creation of large-scale databases of music,

which could then be searched for musical and textual con-

tent in addition to metadata, such as composer, title, etc. [2].

Research in document image analysis has explored sev-

eral avenues. Some of the more recent advances include

complex models from machine learning such as Markov and

conditional random elds [4]. Other approaches are based

on techniques from signal processing, including indepen-

dent component analysis [8]. The classic approaches rely

on run length and edge detection and are still being used

and improved today, in part because of their computational

efciency [1, 3]. Because image analysis is usually em-

ployed as a precursor to OMR, music-specic approaches

have tended to focus on nding staff lines [7].

In this paper, we solve the border detection problem by

simplifying the layout of the image and utilizing classical

edge detection. Imagine a situation in which the pen strokes

on a score sheet have totally faded away. The local con-

trast within the now blank paper is always lower than the

local contrast near the paper boundary. Edges with high lo-

cal contrast are extracted, including the contour of the blank

score paper. Colour bars and rulers are normally placed such

that they do not overlap the paper, and thus, once a paper-

enclosing edge has been detected, these reference elements

are no longer obstacles. However, because of the degrada-

tion of these very old documents, local contrast loss usually

interrupts this contour, and thus, a reconnecting process is

necessary. Our algorithm is robust with respect to curved

contours of score sheets because it does not depend on line

tracking. Moreover, because no explicit OMR stage is re-

quired, the performance is invariant to the appearance of

musical symbols and reference elements around the sheet.

2. BORDER REMOVAL

The main process of the border removal algorithm is illus-

trated in Figure 1. The algorithm includes steps for pre-

processing, background estimation, boundary detection, and

boundary reconstruction.

2.1. Preprocessing

For the purpose of OMR, music documents have usually

been scanned at a high resolution and converted to grayscale.

For border removal, however, the content of the documents
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Figure 1. Block diagram of our border-removal algorithm.

The upper line reects the version of the image with extra

smoothing; the lower line reects the version of the image

with more detail. The nal border mask can be applied di-

rectly to the image or retained for other types of processing.

can be ignored, as no recognition process is involved. Thus,

we scale the images to a standard low resolution. After the

border of the paper has been located, the border mask is

scaled back to its original size.

2.2. Background Paper Estimation

2.2.1. Levels of smoothness

Our algorithm utilizes an approximation of blank paper rather

than the original musical score. This approximation works

like a lter in scale space. Small details like the pen strokes

on the score page are ltered out, but the large-scale struc-

ture, in particular, the shape of the paper, is maintained.

With historical documents, however, the shape of the paper

can also contain ner structures: jagged contours, texture

arising from non-uniform illumination inside the page, and

stains at the edges. It is difcult for a single lter to separate

the ner structures included in the paper contour from those

belonging to the pen strokes.

In our method, two estimations of the paper contour are

obtained at different levels of smoothness, one with a high

level of smoothness discards most details and contains only

large-scale structures in the image, while another with a

lower level of smoothness preserves ner structures. This

approach is similar to the “pyramid” approaches in [5]. The

smoother version gives an approximate but high-condence

estimation of the shape of the paper, while the sharper ver-

sion contains details about the paper contour that can cor-

rect blur in the original estimation of the paper shape. Ulti-

mately, edges are detected using each of these two estima-

tion and are combined into a single contour.

The two levels of smoothness are obtained from slightly

different routines. In addition to the main stage of paper es-

timation, extra processing may be used before or after the

main stage depending on the desired level of smoothness.

For the smoother estimation, an extra grayscale morpholog-

ical operation, the so-called “close” operation, is employed

at the beginning of the process, which largely suppresses the

local variance in contrast along the contours of pen strokes.

In order to compute the less smooth estimation, a ood-ll

process is applied at the end of estimation so that more de-

tails of local contrast are preserved. Figure 2 shows (a), a

sample image, and (b), a portion of it also shown after each

of the two levels of smoothing, (c) and (d).

2.2.2. Pen stroke removal

In this section, we explain the algorithm that removes the

pen strokes from the music sheet. Such strokes are recoloured

with the local grayscale intensity of the surrounding paper,

and hence, theoretically blank paper is obtained. Pen strokes

always have lower intensity then the paper (i.e., they are

darker), and they are almost always are isolated from the

image border. With these properties, the strokes satisfy the

denition of “holes” in grayscale morphology. Flood-ll

[9], a common morphological reconstruction approach to

hole-lling, can therefore be applied. Figure 3 shows an

example from one of our test pages. Flood-ll removes iso-

lated pen strokes and stains effectively. However, the poten-

tial contour of the music paper is preserved so long as either

the background of a dark-background image extends all the

way to the image border or the contour of the paper against a

bright background is strong enough to obtain high variance

of intensity.

2.2.3. Paper smoothness

Continuing with the paper estimation process, the image is

further smoothed by an average lter and a median lter

in order to eliminate edges irrelevant to the contour of the

score paper. Because the pen strokes are removed by ood-

ll rather than by interpolation, each pen stroke is uniformly

lled with the lowest intensity of the paper around its con-

tour. The local contrast around the trace of a pen stroke trace

varies. To suppress such variance and obtain a smoother es-

timation inside the paper, average ltering is applied. Be-

cause of the relatively high local contrast, the contour of the

paper is preserved during this blurring process.

Unlike the condition discussed above, ood-ll and av-

erage ltering fail to bring the intensity of traces of pen

strokes up to the intensity of the paper when the stroke is

not entirely isolated, i.e., the lowest intensity of the paper

around the pen stroke is much lower than the average. Such
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Figure 2. a) Original image. b) Portion of the original image. c) Result of background paper estimation with further

smoothness. d) Result of background paper estimation without further smoothness. e) Edge map extracted from (c). f) Edge

map extracted from (d). g) Final edge map after combination. h) Border mask applied to the original image.

Figure 3. Background estimation. a) Original image. b)

Background image obtained using ood ll and blurring.

defects can be remedied by median ltering, which discards

extreme values and replaces them with the median value in-

side the lter window.

2.3. Boundary Detection and Reconstruction

In this section, we describe our approach to extract the bound-

ary of the score paper. First, the Canny edge detector is

introduced, and then we explain the edge combination strat-

egy that combines edges extracted from different levels of

smoothness. From these extracted edges, the boundary is

reconstructed without supervision.

Due to degradation, local contrast varies along the bound-

ary of elements in the image, and it is difcult to extract a

closed contour surrounding the paper. Edges with high lo-

cal contrast (strong edges), which are located by detectors

with high thresholds, are often stymied by local contrast

loss, but edge detectors with low thresholds are easily fooled

by non-uniform illumination. This problem can be reme-

died by including weak edges that are near to strong ones;

the Canny edge detector [1] is a good candidate for this

situation. Rather than using a single threshold, the Canny

edge detector employs a pair of thresholds, high and low,

for strong and weak edges respectively. In our experiment,

a higher set of thresholds is applied to the smoother paper

estimation containing major structures, and a lower set is

applied to the other estimation of a low level of smoothness.

The two outputs of edge detection are shown in Figure 2 (e)

and (f).

After Canny edge detection, two edge maps are avail-

able and are combined into one. The rst map, derived from

the smoother estimation, is clean, and most edges in it are

the contour fragments of major structures in the image. The

second map contains potential fragments that may make up

the gaps along contours as well as contours that might be

lost in the rst map. The nal edge map is computed by

adding salient edges from the second map to the rst map.

Assuming that long and relatively straight edges are more

likely to be part of the contour, edges containing such seg-

ments are considered to be salient edges. In our experiment,

the dening feature of a salient edge is the ratio of the length

of the longest side of its bounding box to that of the image.

A threshold strategy is then applied to select salient edges in

the second map, but unfortunately, there is no strict rule to

determine this threshold; we have tuned it manually. Figure

2 (g) shows the nal edge map after combination.

Although fragments of the paper contour are gathered by

edge detection as described above, they do not always form

a closed boundary and thus must be reconnected. Moreover,

the physical score sheet may run past the scanned region,

resulting in undetected edges at the border. We use isotropic

morphological techniques to reconstruct the boundary from

the fragments. A dilation process is iterated until an en-

closed contour surrounding the image centre emerges. The

skeleton of this contour is extracted as the paper boundary.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Fifty images with different types of degradation were cho-

sen from the Digital Image Archive of Medieval Music (DI-

AMM) as our testing set.1 The set comprised historical

manuscripts of particularly poor quality so as to encompass

a broad spectrum of challenges confronting OMR for early

documents. These documents had non-uniform illumination

1http://www.diamm.ac.uk/
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at various levels, and most of them have irregular boundaries

that are either locally fuzzy or non-rectangular (or both).

Moreover, the backgrounds on which the music scores were

placed had different colours, and sometimes there were even

multiple background colours within a single image. Refer-

ence elements (colour bars and rulers) also varied consider-

ably in both their position and overall appearance.

Unlike other processes in OMR, it is extremely difcult

to evaluate border removal algorithms quantitatively. It is

impractical to dene the boundary of every page in a testing

set at the pixel level when the boundaries are so irregular.

On the other hand, one can easily tell by human inspection

if border removal works successfully. Hence, we categorize

the results coarsely into four sets, “excellent,” “good,” “ac-

ceptable,” and “wrong.” A result is labelled as “excellent”

when the music score is well extracted and the boundary of

paper is preserved completely. When the estimated bound-

ary slightly varies from the ground truth but does not harm

the pen stroke or include reference elements, it is catego-

rized as “good,” e.g., Figure 2 (g). A removal is “accept-

able” if small errors occur, such as including small bits of

reference elements (colour bars and rulers) or trimming out

several pen strokes. When the errors on removal are serious,

the result is labelled as “wrong.” In our experiment, a set of

xed global parameters was applied on the whole testing set.

In the end, 40 percent of the results were labelled as “excel-

lent,” 26 percent as “good,” 24 percent as “acceptable,” and

10 percent as “wrong.”

Several points are worthy to note about the results. First,

despite the selection of parameters, it was impossible to

achieve “excellent” for images with highly fuzzy score bound-

aries because the fuzzy details are lost during dilation in

boundary reconstruction. Second, by looking into the 10

percent rate of failure, the reasons can be abstracted into

two general categories: local contrast loss and isotropic dila-

tion. The paper-shape estimation algorithm performs badly

on images with low-contrast contours. Due to this local con-

trast loss, the gaps to reconnect the paper contour can be

much wider than the distance to spurious edges, and thus

during isotropic dilation, an incorrect boundary is found.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper, we propose an approach to border removal for

historical documents in which pen strokes on the paper are

treated as “noise.” With edge-preserving denoising, blank

paper is estimated, and we show how it can be extracted

from the background. Then, high local contrast detection

locates the candidate contour fragments. In the reconnection

stage, the contour fragments grow into a free-form closed

boundary, enabling our algorithm to handle music scores of

irregular shape.

When OMR has improved to a level such that it can rec-

ognize the symbols in medieval manuscripts, we would also

like to replace the subjective evaluation we used for our ex-

periment with a quantitative, goal-directed evaluation pro-

cedure based on OMR (see [7]).

The work is benecial even for researchers outside OMR.

We are using the system as part of an OCR system for me-

dieval documents, again as part of a larger project for digital

libraries. As mentioned above, the algorithm is also suitable

for other music-related images such as record labels or al-

bum art, and its computational efciency suggests potential

uses on mobile devices and for processing multimedia.
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